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Abstract—In this work we propose an encoding and decoding
framework for staircase codes based on non-systematic polar
codes as component codes. The staircase structure allows for
efficient parallelized decoding, while the polar component codes
allow to benefit from the flexible structure and efficient soft-
decision decoding algorithms. To enhance the performance of
the polar staircase codes, we concatenate the polar component
codes with cyclic redundancy check (CRC) outer codes, and we
add interleavers within the staircase structure that are specific
to polar code properties. The CRCs also allow to substantially
reduce the decoding complexity. Simulation results evaluate the
gain brought by our proposed techniques, and analyze the
dependence of the error-correction performance on code and
decoder parameters. Comparison with the state of the art on
staircase polar codes shows an improvement in BER up to 0.9 dB,
or considerable complexity reduction at the same BER.

Index Terms—Polar codes, staircase codes, interleaver, CRC,
SCAN decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

High throughput and low latency have been key con-
straints of transmission systems in optical communications,
and they are becoming increasingly important in wireless
communications. This holds particularly the forward error
correction (FEC) coding. In the optical area, staircase codes
with algebraic component codes and hard-decision decoding
have been adopted to provide the required very bit error rate
(BER) at very low decoding complexity; for improved power
efficiency, soft-decoding approaches have been considered. In
the wireless area, on the other hand, power efficiency plays a
dominant role, and the requirement on the bit error rate is less
stringent.

These observations suggest as a future FEC scheme using
the staircase structure to maintain high throughput and low
latency, and replacing the algebraic codes by other codes that
are suitable for high power efficiency under efficient soft-
decision decoding. For this purpose, we propose staircase
codes based on polar codes in this paper.

Staircase codes are a powerful product-like code construc-
tion first proposed in [1], an incarnation of which is stan-
dardized in the ITU-T G.709.2 recommendation for optical
transport networks [2], in the OIF 400-ZR implementation
agreement for 400Gb/s coherent links [3]; they have also been
considered for wireless transmission [4]. They can be viewed
as spatially-coupled codes with a specific interleaver shape;
they introduce a memory element and are usually based on
systematic algebraic codes [5]. Decoder implementations of
staircase codes have lower power consumption than inherently

more powerful codes, e.g. low-density parity-check codes [6],
[7], but the decoding of component codes plays a major role
in the total decoding complexity.

Polar codes [8] are linear block codes that can achieve
the capacity of binary-input memoryless channels at infinite
code length. In the last decade, they have attracted the interest
of the academia and industry alike; thanks to continuous re-
search on construction techniques, performance improvements,
and implementation-friendly decoding algorithms, polar codes
have made their way in the 3GPP 5th generation wireless
systems standard, commonly known as 5G [9].

Polar codes have notable advantages with respect to alge-
braic codes: they are inherently rate-flexible, and decoding
performance, speed and complexity can be traded off among
them. Moreover, very low latency decoding is possible in
case of code rates close to 0 or 1 [10]. A concatenated
staircase-polar scheme has been proposed in [11], using polar
codes as inner codes to exploit their flexible rate instead of
the Hamming code used in the 400-ZR standard. Systematic
and non-systematic polar codes alike have been considered
as component codes for product codes in [12]–[15], and a
staircase construction with systematic polar codes has been
presented in [16], [17]. Spatial coupling of individual polar
codes via information bits, frozen bits or systematic bits have
been proposed in [18], [19].

This work is an extension of the preliminary ideas presented
in [20], where we first proposed an encoding and decoding
framework for staircase codes constructed with non-systematic
polar codes. Non-systematic polar codes are characterized
by an inherently faster and simpler encoding and decoding
process with respect to systematic polar codes. In this paper
we develop in more detail the encoding structure and greatly
expand the decoding framework by considering two additional
component decoding algorithms. We propose to concatenate
the polar component codes with a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) outer code that encodes part of the source bits. Two
of our decoding algorithms can greatly benefit from the CRC,
while the number of decoded codewords can be almost halved.
We then introduce alternative interleavers in the staircase
construction, providing a set of designs that target the intrinsic
qualities of polar component codes. A wide simulation cam-
paign concludes the paper, showing the gain brought by our
proposed techniques, and the relationship between the error-
correction performance and a wide variety of code and decoder
parameters. Comparison with the state of the art on staircase
polar codes shows an improvement in BER up to 0.9dB.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces polar codes and staircase codes. Section III
details the encoding and decoding of the proposed construc-
tion, component decoding, CRC concatenation and decoding
reduction. The design of ad-hoc interleavers is addressed in
Section IV, while simulation results and comparisons are pre-
sented in Section V. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Polar codes

Polar codes [8] are linear block codes of code length N =
2n, information length (dimension) K and rate R = K/N .
They are built on the basis of the polarization effect: the N bit-
channels are partitioned into K reliable ones, used to transmit
information, and N−K unreliable ones, set to a known value.
The set of frozen positions are identified by the frozen set F ⊂
{0, 1, . . . , N − 1} of size N −K, which may be determined
via density-evolution-based methods [8], [21].

Polar code encoding can be expressed as the matrix multi-
plication

x = uG⊗n, (1)

where x represents the codeword, u is the input vector, and the
transformation matrix G⊗n is the n-th Kronecker power of the
polarizing kernel G = [ 1 0

1 1 ]. The input vector is constructed by
assigning the K information bits to the most reliable positions
j, j /∈ F , while the N −K frozen bits j, j ∈ F , are set to
0. The encoding process can be represented by a factor graph
with n stages of polarizing kernels, like the one shown in
Figure 1 for n = 3.

Successive Cancellation (SC) decoding has been proposed
in [8] as well: it is a soft-input hard-output decoder that can be
interpreted as a depth-first binary tree search with priority to
the left branch. The logarithmic-likelihood ratio (LLR) vector
λ at the root node is initialized as the channel observation.
Each node at level s receives a vector λ from its parent and
computes the left λl and right λr LLR vectors to be passed
to child nodes as [22]

λri = gs(λi) = λi+2s−1 + (1− 2βl
i)λi, (2)

λli = f̃(λi, λi+2s−1),, (3)

where

f̃(a, b) , min (|a| , |b|) sign(a)sign(b) ' a� b,

a� b , log

(
1 + ea+b

ea + eb

)
.

Nodes receive the partial sums βl and βr from the left and
right child nodes respectively, and calculate the new partial
sum vector as

βi =

{
βl
i ⊕ βr

i , if i ≤ 2s−1

βr
i−2s−1 , otherwise. (4)

where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operation. The partials sums of
leaf nodes, which estimate the input vector û, are calculated
as

βi =

{
0, when λi ≥ 0 or i ∈ F ;
1, otherwise. (5)
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Fig. 1: Factor graph for an N = 8 polar code.
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Fig. 2: Staircase code construction.

B. Staircase codes

Staircase codes were introduced in [1], as a viable option
for ITU-T standard communications. They merge concepts
from block coding and convolutional coding; block codes are
used to encode both information bits and previously encoded
bits, thus introducing a memory element. Staircase codes take
their name from the graphical representation of the encoding
structure, shown in Figure 2. Assuming systematic component
codes of length N with K information bits and N −K parity
bits (i.e. of rate K/N ), then in each horizontal or vertical
encoding step, M ×K bits are encoded into M × (N −K)
parity bits; note that out of these M × K bits, M ×M are
encoded earlier, and M × (K−M) are new source bits. Thus
the staircase code rate is (K−M)/(N −M). The straightfor-
ward construction imposes M = N/2. Component codes are
usually selected among algebraic codes like Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) and Reed-Solomon, and chosen in their
systematic form.

Decoding of staircase codes can be performed as with
product-like codes, through hard-decision message passing
[23], [24] and soft-decision message passing [25], [26]. Stair-
case codes have been shown to provide performance very close
to the Shannon limit for a wide range of code rates [1], [27].

Staircase codes with systematic polar component codes
have been proposed in [16], [17], while preliminary work
from the authors on staircase codes with non-systematic polar
component codes has been published in [20].
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III. STAIRCASE CODE WITH NON-SYSTEMATIC POLAR
CODES

In this section, we propose a staircase-like construction
approach that makes use of non-systematic polar codes as
component codes.

A. Construction and Encoding

As explained in Section II, in staircase-like constructions
a part of the information vector (before encoding) of each
component codeword is composed of previously encoded or
transmitted bits.

In the most straightforward staircase construction, the N -
bit input vector u to the polar encoder is composed of a first
half unew, where information and frozen bits are placed, and
a second half x′ that is composed of previously encoded bits,
i.e., u = [unew x

′]. Consequently, the specific FSC used for
staircase component polar codes has frozen bits in the N −K
least reliable positions among the leftmost N/2 bit positions.

Let us define an input matrixU composed of M = N/2 row
or column vectors u of size N . To initialize the encoding and
transmission process, let us build an input matrix UN

0 , where
in every row 0 ≤ i < N/2 each bit position 0 ≤ j ≤ N/2
is an information or a frozen bit according to FSC , while all
bit positions j ≥ N/2 are set to 0. Given the entries uij of
UN

0 , we identify as U1 the matrix composed of all the entries
for which 0 ≤ j < N/2, and as X ′0 the one composed of all
entries for which N/2 ≤ j < N . Each row of UN

0 is encoded
according matrix G⊗n, resulting in the encoded matrix XN

0 ;
as in the case of UN

0 , we label asX0 the rightmost N/2×N/2
matrix, and the leftmost half as X ′1. The transmitted frame is
constituted by X0, and it is discarded by the encoder.

The columns of X ′1 are instead appended to a set of column
input vectors, U2, thus composing the input matrix UN

1 . The
columns of UN

1 are then encoded through G⊗n, resulting
in the encoded matrix XN

1 , within which we identify X1,
composed of entries xij with N/2 ≤ i < N , and X ′2, for
which 0 ≤ i < N/2. X1, having been encoded by both
row encoding and column encoding, is transmitted, and X ′2
is interleaved and composes part of the next input matrix.
The encoding process is repeated alternating row and column
encoding, and is portrayed in Fig. 3a. The code structure can
be generalized with U and X ′ being of different sizes.

B. Decoding

The decoding of staircase-like codes is based on a decoding
window, i.e. a data structure that stores information relative
to the latest received frame and a number of past ones.
The decoding window is successively updated through the
output of component decoders, and every time a new frame
is received, one of the frames in the window is replaced,
usually the oldest. In general, the type of information stored
in the decoding window depends on both the component
decoder and the staircase decoder itself. Given that most
polar code decoding algorithms require soft input information,
and that soft message passing improves the effectiveness of
staircase-like code decoding, we assume that component codes

are decoded with soft-in soft-out algorithms, and that soft
information is represented as LLRs.

With reference to Figure 3(b), the decoding window is
constituted of W + 1 matrices Ck, 0 ≤ k ≤ W , each of
them storing one frame of LLRs coming from the channel,
and W + 1 matrices Γk, 0 ≤ k ≤ W , where updated
(extrinsic) soft information is stored; Ck and Γk represent
LLRs corresponding to the transmitted block Xk. While the
decoding window can be easily implemented as a circular
buffer, we can consider the last received frame being stored
in CW and the oldest frame being that in C0. Within the
decoding window, the decoder proceeds from the newest block
(received last) to the oldest blocks. In the following we
explicate decoding for the newest block; decoding of the other
blocks follows the same scheme.

Assume that the last two encoding steps were the following:
after column encoding[

UW

X ′W−1

]
−→

[
X ′W
XW−1

]
XW−1 is transmitted; the block X ′W is then used in the row
encoding [

UW+1 X ′W
]
−→

[
X ′W+1 XW

]
,

after which XW is transmitted. At the receiver side, upon
reception of the noisy observations of XW , the corresponding
channel LLRs CW are stored; the extrinsic soft information
matrix ΓW is initialized as zero. The soft information Ck and
Γk, k < W , is available in the memory.

The first step of the decoding iteration aims at decoding[ X′W
XW−1

]
. For decoding we require soft information about the

blocks X ′W and XW−1. The LLRs in the blocks CW and
ΓW are relative to the encoded matrix XW , and CW−1 and
ΓW−1 are relative instead to XW−1. The posterior LLRs for
the blocks XW−1 and XW are given by ΛW = CW + ΓW

and ΛW−1 = CW−1 + ΓW−1, respectively. Now from the
soft-information ΛW relative to XW , we need to compute
soft information Λ′W relative to X ′W .

By construction, we have XW = X ′W · G⊗(n−1). As the
polar transform G⊗(n−1) is an involution, i.e., identical to
its inverse, we also have X ′W = XW · G⊗(n−1), which
represents the encoder inverse. Thus every row of X ′W can be
computed by multiplying the corresponding row of XW with
the transformation matrix G⊗(n−1), an operation commonly
represented by a tanner graph constituted of stages of XORs,
see Fig. 1. To propagate soft information, we use the same
Tanner graph structure, substituting the f̃ operator for the
XORs, as expressed in (3).

The LLR propagation is concatenated with an interleaver
ΠRtoC , that rotates the obtained Λ′W so that they can be
prepended to ΛW−1. Each column of Λ is used as an input to
the component decoder, which returns extrinsic values; these
are collected into the matrices Γ̃′W and Γ̃W−1. The block
Γ̃W−1 is used to update the memory and also for decoding in
the following decoding step. The block Γ̃′W may be processed
in the reverse way as above to determine Γ̃W , which is used to
update the memory; this step is not shown in Fig. 3(b), and it
may be omitted in the decoding algorithm to save complexity.
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Fig. 3: Staircase polar code encoding (a) and decoding (b) process.

In the next decoding step CW−1, ΓW−1 and CW−2, ΓW−2

have to be considered. The process is repeated alternating row
and column decoding, until C ′1, Γ′1 are decoded with C0, Γ0.
The output of the decoding iteration is then the estimated Û1

hard decision matrix.
Note that for our approach soft information about XW

needs to be converted into soft information about X ′W . This
is possible whenever there is a one-to-one correspondence
between XW and X ′W . As generalisation of the method above
using a block of length N/2, any shortening pattern of polar
codes [28] may be used to identify X ′W in UN

W .

C. Component Decoding

Each polar codeword within the staircase structure can
in principle be decoded according any polar code decoding
algorithm. However, the need for soft information exchange
detailed in Section III-B imposes that such algorithms accept
soft values as input and return soft values as output.

In this section, we detail various soft-in soft-out polar de-
coding algorithms that can be used effectively for component
code decoding in the proposed construction.

1) Soft-SCL decoding: In [15] we proposed a method to
obtain soft information using the successive-cancellation-list
decoding algorithm (SCL) [29], in particular its LLR-based
formulation [30], and apply it to product polar codes. This
technique can be used for a staircase construction as well.

In SCL, to each of the L candidate paths is assigned a path
metric PM, updated after each bit estimation ûi as

PMi =

{
PMi−1 +|λi|, if ûi 6= HD(λi),
PMi−1 , otherwise,

(6)

where λi is the LLR associated to ûi, PM0 = 0, and
HD(λi) = 0 if λi ≥ 0, and 1 otherwise. At the end of
the SCL decoding, we take the L estimated input vectors
û0, . . . , ûL−1, having path metrics M0, . . . ,ML−1, and re-
encode them obtaining the estimated codewords x̂0, . . . , x̂L−1.

λa, βa

λb, βb

λc, βc

λd, βd

Fig. 4: Factor graph with soft messages λ and β for N = 2
polar code.

Extrinsic soft information γi associated to codeword bit x̂i is
then calculated as

γi = αE

(
αB

(
min
x̂l
i=1

(Ml)− min
x̂l
i=0

(Ml)

)
− λini

)
, (7)

where λini is the ith LLR input to the decoder, and αE and αB

are scaling factors ≤ 1. In case the L codewords have the same
value for a given bit x̂i, i.e. {l = 0, . . . , L−1 s.t. x̂li = a} = ∅,
γi is computed as

|γi| = αE

αB

 kmax∑
j=kmin

|λ̇inj |

− λini
 , (8)

where λ̇in is vector λin sorted in ascending order of mag-
nitude, and kmin and kmax are two indices devised via
simulation. The sign of γi is inferred according to x̂i.

2) SCAN: In [31] the authors propose an iterative decoder
that follows the SC schedule, called soft cancellation (SCAN).
Figure 4 shows the message passing criterion on which the
decoding is based, where λ(i)

s and β
(i)
s respectively identify

the left- and right-propagating information at level 0 ≤ i < N

and stage 0 ≤ s < n+1 of the factor graph (Figure 1). λ(i)
n is

initialized according to the received vector y, while β(i)
0 , that

carries information about the estimated vector û, is set to

β
(i)
0 =

{
∞, if i ∈ F ,
0, otherwise.

(9)

The remaining messages are initialized to 0. Both β0 and
λn are not updated through the iterations, and maintain their
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initial value. Based on the polar kernel in Figure 4, the SCAN
message update rules are defined as

λa = f̃ (λc, λd + βb) ,

λb = λd + f̃ (λc, βa) ,

βc = f̃ (βa, λd + βb) ,

βd = βb + f̃ (βa, λc) .

SCAN terminates after a set number of iterations T . The
estimated vector can be obtained through hard decision on
stage-0 soft information:

ûi =

{
0, if λ(i)

0 + β
(i)
0 > 0,

1, otherwise.
(10)

The soft decoding output corresponds instead to βn multiplied
by a scaling factor αE .

3) SCANL decoding: SCAN list (SCANL) decoding has
been proposed in [32]. It relies on L permutations of the polar
code factor graph, each of which is decoded through SCAN.
All SCAN decoders return a path metric PM that is used to
select the most likely output:

PM = PM − λ(i)
0 if p(i) ∈ F , (11)

where p(i) is the permuted position of bit i according to the
factor graph permutation. As in SCL decoding, the candidate
with the smallest PM is chosen. However, while in SCL
decoding PM increases every time the sign of an LLR does
not agree with the estimated bit value, SCANL updates PM
only at frozen bits, either increasing or decreasing it. As with
SCAN, the soft decoding output is the βn set of the selected
candidate, scaled by a factor αE .

D. Decoding reduction

The proposed staircase decoding schedule, similar to other
sliding-window based soft decoding approaches, decodes all
component codes in the window at each iteration. However, if
it is possible to identify decoding instances that are not neces-
sary, the number of component decoding can be reduced. This
can have a positive impact on decoding latency and on decoder
implementation complexity, as long as any error-correction
performance degradation is within acceptable parameters.

We propose here to concatenate each component code
source vector with a CRC, that encodes only the K − N/2
information bits that do not belong to X ′. Let us consider
the decoding of a component code composed of N/2 bits
of X ′i and of N/2 bits of Xi−1. The component decoding
process returns a set of soft values relative to an estimated
source vector û, constructed of estimated bits belonging to
Ûi and X̂ ′i−1: if the CRC passes, we assume the relative
row of Ûi to be correctly estimated, while no assumptions
on X̂ ′i−1 are made. We keep track of which half component
codes in each frame have passed the CRC: in the following
iteration, they are not decoded at all when used as X ′, while
their Λ is not updated when used as X . To ensure soft value
propagation throughout the decoding window, the decoding of
a component codeword is forced in case it was skipped at

the previous iteration. The soft encoding described in Section
III-B is used to obtain the Λ′ of skipped component codes.

The presence of a CRC can be beneficial to component
decoders as well. The concatenation of a polar code with
a CRC has been successful in substantially improving the
performance of SCL [33]: the CRC is used to select the
decoder output among the L available. Candidate selection
through CRC concatenation in SCANL, while useful, has
instead proven to be less beneficial [32], due to the lower
degree of diversity in decoding approaches based on graph per-
mutations. Finally, SCAN does not rely on a list of candidates,
and CRC concatenation cannot be exploited straightforwardly.

The effect of CRC concatenation and of the proposed
decoding reduction approach on the decoding complexity and
on the error-correction performance is evaluated in Section V.

IV. INTERLEAVER DESIGN

The code structure described in Section III implies a specific
interleaver between the row and column encoding phases,
i.e. a clockwise-counterclockwise 90-degree rotation that we
identify as Πstd. Given position (i, j) in a N/2×N/2 matrix
X ′ encoded by rows, with 0 ≤ i, j < N/2, the row-to-column
interleaver part of Πstd (ΠRtoC) is equivalent to a 90-degree
clockwise rotation, given by

xcol(j,N/2− 1− i) = xrow(i, j) , (12)

while in the opposite direction, the column-to-row ΠCtoR 90-
degree counterclockwise rotation is expressed as

xrow(N/2− 1− j, i) = xcol(i, j) . (13)

However, any 1-to-1 interleaver can be used in the encoding
process.

Staircase constructions with algebraic component codes rely
on the fact that all bits in the component codewords have the
same probability of error. The standard row-column interleaver
endemic to staircase constructions does not take in account
that serial decoding algorithms, like those based on SC, return
estimated vectors with unevenly distributed probability of
errors. Since the estimation of bit i relies on the correct
estimation of previous bits j < i, its probability of error is
approximately

P i
e / P

i
1e +

1

2

i−1∑
j=0

P j
1e , (14)

where P j
1e is the probability of making the first decoding

mistake when estimating bit j, as determined during the frozen
set design. Figure 5 considers the example of component
codewords of length N = 16, where bits are numbered in
ascending order of error probability. After a decoding phase
(row decoding), the row-column interleaver Πstd distributes
the resulting error probabilities so that for the following
decoding phase (column decoding) each component code-
word is composed of bits with the same Pe. This leads to
large variations in the probability of errors among different
codewords, which can negatively impact the overall error-
correction capability of the staircase code.
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Fig. 5: Standard row-column interleaver and polar-code specific interleaver in the decoder.
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Fig. 6: Πfrz
pol interleaver for N = 16, K = 14.

To avoid such drawback, we propose an alternative inter-
leaver that caters specifically to the particularities of polar
codes, identified by Πpol in Figure 5. As with Πstd, each
bit of the interleaved half-codeword is taken from a different
non-interleaved half-codeword. However, Πpol ensures that
each bit has a different Pe, and that the cumulative Pe is
constant in each interleaved codeword. Within an interleaved
half-codeword, different permutations of the interleaved bits
are possible to guarantee a constant cumulative Pe. Beside
Πstd, three Πpol interleavers have been evaluated, termed Πtrs

pol,
Πfrz

pol, and Πrnd
pol .

The Πtrs
pol interleaver performs a transposition of the inter-

leaved matrix. This interleaver is the one shown in Figure 5,
and its function can be expressed as

xΠ(i, j) = x
(
(i− j) mod (N/2), j

)
. (15)

The Πfrz
pol interleaver exploits the fact that, according to (2)

–(3), and by extension to all the SC-based decoders detailed in
Section III-B, each channel LLR λ

(n)
i , corresponding to code

bit xi, directly contributes to the estimation of some of the
source bits uj where j ≤ i. Assuming that all uj with j < i
have been correctly estimated, ui will be estimated incorrectly
if λ(n)

i has the wrong sign and a large enough magnitude.
The probability of this occurrence increases with the post-
decoding Pe depicted in Figure 5. However, it is not possible
to incorrectly estimate a frozen bit; LLRs with high Pe can
thus be neutralized by interleaving them onto frozen positions.
After N−K positions have been filled, the remaining positions
are assigned to the K bits with the lowest Pe, in ascending
order, again to minimize the possibility of incorrect estimation.
An example is shown in Figure 6.

Finally, Πrnd
pol performs a random permutation of the bits

assigned to the interleaved half-codeword.
Simulation results considering the four described inter-

leavers under different decoding conditions are provided in
Section V.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the impact of various design parameters on the
error-correction performance of the proposed FEC scheme, a
wide-ranging simulation campaign has been performed over
the AWGN channel, considering BPSK modulation. We ob-
served the effect of component code block length and rate,
staircase decoding window size, interleaver, and decoding
algorithm parameters, like list size and internal iterations.

The error-correction performance of the soft-SCL decoding
algorithm tends to improve as the list size L increases, under
the condition that the N/L ratio is not too large. Soft-SCL
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Fig. 7: BER curves for N = 256, R = 5/6, W = 10, no
CRC, with soft-SCL L = 8, SCAN T = 1, SCANL L = 8
and T = 1, and different interleavers.

relies on the differences among the L decoding candidates to
compute the soft output; as noted in [15], a small L leads to
many soft values being the same, thus sensitivity with which
different reliabilities can be expressed, and thus degrading
performance. The SCAN decoder is an iterative decoder and,
as such, its performance can be expected to improve with
the number of internal iterations T . While this is true, the
observed BER gain decreases as T keeps increasing, up to
the point that each additional iteration has a negligible effect.
This effect can be traced back to the fact that if T = 1
the soft information at the output of SCAN is guaranteed to
be extrinsic, while successive degrees of approximations are
applied for T > 1. The same observation has been made for
SCANL independently from the chosen size of the permutation
space L, whose impact on the error-correction performance
is different. The decoding output of SCAN-based permuted
graph decoding like that of SCANL does not guarantee a
high degree of candidate variety; unlike true list decoders,
like SCL, there is no guarantee that the L results will be
different. Consequently, for very small values of L > 1, there
is no perceivable gain with respect to SCAN with the same
T . While it can be expected that the improvement brought
by increasing L reduces its gain at high values of L, much
like with T , this effect is observed at very high L, where
the main concern becomes the implementation complexity of
such decoders. The performance of the component decoder
within the staircase framework has to be analyzed also in
terms of quality of the soft output. SCAN and SCANL are
naturally able to return a Gaussian distribution of soft values;
this feature helps a smooth inter-codeword message passing.
In soft-SCL instead, many soft outputs are bound to be equal,
since any bit without competitor is assigned the same value
(8); the resulting distribution, at least for small list sizes, is
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soft-SCL, 3-bit CRC + DR SCANL, 3-bit CRC + DR

Fig. 8: BER and % of decoded codewords with N = 128,
R = 7/8, W = 10, no CRC, for different CRC and DR
choices.

not a good approximation of a Gaussian.
The impact of the different interleavers detailed in Section

IV has been evaluated, and the BER gain brought by each of
them is portrayed in Figure 7. The simulated code considers
a decoding window of W = 10 frames, and component
codes with N = 256, R = 5/6. It has been decoded with
the three decoding algorithms detailed in Section III-C; soft-
SCL with L = 8, SCAN with T = 1, and SCANL with
L = 8 and T = 1. It can be seen that the interleaver has
different impacts on the BER depending on the decoding
algorithm. The different permutations have similar impact on
the BER of SCAN and SCANL, improving the performance
of approximately 1.8dB BER=10−6. On the other hand, the
error-correction performance of soft-SCL with Πstd and Πfrz

pol

is very similar, while an improvement of 0.2dB is observed
at BER=10−6 with Πtrs

pol. This is due to the fact that (7)-(8)
result in a distribution of LLRs that is very different from that
inferred by SCAN and SCANL, and for which Πstd is less
suboptimal.

For the remainder of this Section, we present results ob-
tained with L = 8 for both soft-SCL and SCANL, and
T = 4 for both SCAN and SCANL. Moreover, all simulations
have been run with the Πfrz

pol interleaver. All codes have been
decoded with the αE (and αB in case of soft-SCL) that
minimizes the Eb/N0 at BER=10−7, obtained via simulation.

The concatenation of a CRC with the polar code helps
the soft-SCL and SCANL component decoders to identify
the correct candidate, thus improving the error-correction
performance. Figure 8 plots the BER in case of N = 128,
R = 7/8, W = 10, together with the percentage of decoded
polar codes in case the decoding reduction technique described
in Section III-D is activated (curves labeled as DR). A 3-
bit CRC is used in the appropriate cases. It can be seen that
CRC concatenation allows soft-SCL to improve its decoding
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Fig. 9: BER with different N for R = 7/8, W = 5, no CRC.

performance of 0.75dB at BER=10−6, while a gain of 0.5dB
is observed in case of SCANL. This is consistent with the
observations in [32]. Decoding reduction incurs a BER degra-
dation of 0.1dB-0.15dB with respect to the standard soft-SCL
and SCAN with concatenated CRC. However, only a fraction
of polar codes are decoded; the percentage in case of soft-SCL
is between 57% and 55%, while it stays around between 63%
and 62% in case of SCANL. While SCAN can benefit from
the decoding reduction, no advantage is brought by the CRC
concatenation, that incurs a slight rate loss. Similar effects
have been observed with different W and component decoder
parameters. These results imply that the standard sliding-
window schedule performs a certain number of unnecessary
component decodings, since almost the same BER can be
obtained with only slightly more than half the polar decoding
attempts. Nevertheless, the identification of which component
codes need to be decoded is a delicate operation: as shown
later in this Section, simply reducing the decoding window
size can in fact have a disastrous impact on the error-correction
performance.

The size of the component decoder is a very important
factor, as it affects the local error correction capability, and the
number of decoding and message passing hops between two
bits in the decoding window. Figure 9 shows the performance
of the three considered decoding algorithms at the variation of
the component code length N , for R = 7/8 and W = 5. In all
observed cases, the BER curves improve with larger N , and as
the N increases SCAN and SCANL bring larger gain on soft-
SCL. This is in accordance with the observations made earlier
on the soft output of soft-SCL; by rising N and keeping L
unchanged, a high percentage of soft messages might end up
being the same. At N = 64, the gain brought by SCAN and
SCANL is generally smaller; moreover, SCANL improves the
performance of SCAN only marginally.

The dimension of the decoding window W has a large
impact on the error-correction performance, as it determines
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Fig. 10: BER with different W for N = 128, R = 7/8, no
CRC.

how many frames can directly exchange information, as well
as greatly impacting decoding latency and implementation
complexity. In general, a larger W tends to improve the BER,
and increase latency and cost metrics. Figure 10 portrays the
BER as the window size W changes. When decoded with soft-
SCL, the BER improves of more than 2.5dB when increasing
W from 2 to 5; the larger decoding window allows to correct
a higher number of errors, and the waterfall region of the
curves starts at lower Eb/N0. However, within these decoding
conditions, increasing W from 5 to 10 does not improve the
error correction performance, due to the very local nature of
αE and αB (7)-(8), that need to be varied across the decoding
window as W increases. In case of SCAN and SCANL this
effect is more mitigated, as only αE is used; consequently, a
more substantial gain (≈ 0.4dB) is observed when increasing
W from 5 to 10. Moreover, both SCAN and SCANL at W = 5
result in more than 3dB gain compared to W = 2 with the
same algorithm. With respect to soft-SCL, SCAN and SCANL
yield 0.5dB to 1dB at W = 5 and W = 10, but very small
improvements for W = 2, where the size of the decoding
window is too small to exploit the improved soft information.

In [17], systematic polar codes are used in a staircase
construction, and a soft decoding algorithm similar to soft-SCL
is proposed, that is shown to perform better than some versions
of belief propagation and SCAN decoding. The staircase code
is built with partial codeword superposition, using M < N/2.
Simulation results with W = 5, N = 256, M = 80, R = 7/8,
L = 32 are shown, achieving a BER=6·10−6 at Eb/N0 = 5.5.
Similar decoding conditions are found in Figure 9, however
with M = 128 and L = 8. We can see that while our version
of soft-SCL is not able to make up for the difference in L,
SCAN is able to match the performance of [17], and SCANL
can improve it of approximately 0.3dB. The performance of
[17] are matched by soft-SCL with L = 8 by including a
4-bit CRC in each component code, while under the same
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conditions SCANL yields a 0.9dB gain.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a staircase code construc-
tion with non-systematic polar codes, detailing encoding and
decoding methods. Component codes are decoded with one of
three decoding algorithms: soft-SCL, SCAN, and SCANL. We
proposed to concatenate the component codes with an outer
CRC code; this feature brings 0.5dB-0.75dB gain when de-
coded with soft-SCL or SCANL at BER=10−6. Moreover, we
propose to use successful CRC passes to reduce the decoding
load; simulation results show up to 44.5% fewer component
decoding attempts, at the cost of 0.1dB BER degradation at
BER=10−6. To cater to the specific nature of polar codes,
we designed ad-hoc interleavers that consider their uneven
distribution of error probabilities, and we observed up to 0.9dB
gain with SCAN and SCANL decoding with respect to the
standard staircase interleaver. We finally presented simulation
results investigating the error-correction performance of the
proposed scheme at the variation of multiple code and de-
coding parameters. Under the same parameters, we can match
the best performance of staircase construction with systematic
polar component codes in literature with a fraction of the
decoding complexity, or gain approximately 0.9dB with the
same order of complexity.
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